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Introduction

Light field acquisition technologies capture angular and spatial information of the scene. The spatial and angular information enables various post processing applications, e.g., 3D scene reconstruction, refocusing, synthetic aperture etc. In this work, we present a novel prediction tool for light field compression. The compression scheme follows two stages:

- Selection and coding of key views.
- Reconstruction of non-key views.

Proposed compression scheme

The captured Light Field (LF) is uniformly decimated by factor $s$ in both directions, resulting into a sparse set of $M_s \times N_s$ views. The sparse set of views are converted into a pseudo video sequence and compressed using High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC). At the decoder side, non-key views (de-selected views) are predicted using shearlet transform. The directional sensitivity of shearlet transform allows to construct desirable frequency domain tiling. The non-key views reconstruction in 4D full parallax case is interpreted as multiple 3D horizontal and vertical parallax reconstructions. The Epipolar Plane Image (EPI) representation of each 3D parallax LF is used to reconstruct densely sampled LF from the sparse set of views.

Results and Discussion

The experimentation was performed on two light field data sets: Stanford dataset and High Density Camera Array (HDCA) dataset. The rate-distortion analysis for the proposed compression scheme shows significant compression efficiency in low bit-rate scenarios as compared to the anchor compression scheme. However, the anchor performs better in high bit-rates. The sensitivity of human vision system towards the compression artifacts in low bit-rates favours the proposed compression scheme over the anchor.

Figure 1: Proposed compression scheme, (a) key frame selection process (key frames in red) and (b) compression system.

Figure 2: (a) Parameterization of captured LF images, (b) interpretation of input images as decimation of densely sampled light field, (c) frequency plane tiling using shearlet transform required for reconstruction of densely sampled light field.

Figure 3: Rate Distortion analysis of proposed compression scheme with reference HEVC video compression standard on Stanford and HDCA LF images.

Figure 4: Subjective analysis of proposed compression scheme with reference HEVC video compression standard in low bit-rate scenario.